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ROY RUDDLE

Foolishly Following A F Mummery
A personal account of the Alpine Club/Alpine Climbing Group

Greater Ranges Meet to the Caucasus

(Plates 40-43 and back cover)

July 18th, 7 am, Heathrow. I am at a loss to describe the menagerie of
people who stood around me - odd is one word that springs to mind!

This was the start of the 1996 Greater Ranges Meet which John Temple
had kindly offered to organise. The rest of us had simply said 'Yeah, I'll go'.
Once in the mountains, I climbed exclusively with my long-time friend
Robert Durran.

We flew into Moscow and were fortunate to visit Red Square at dusk
when there were few tourists. The atmosphere and evening light were quite
fantastic, not only on the ancient walls of St Basil's and the Kremlin, but
also on Stalin's huge modern Gothic buildings, which would look perfect
as a Batman set. The next day we caught an internal flight to Mineralnyje
Vody and then travelled by bus to Turskol in the Baksan Valley. I had heard
a lot of horror stories about Aeroflot but, to be fair, the food, service and
even the plane were pretty good. However, it might have been a different
matter if we had flown with the ominously-named 'Touch and Go', another
airline with planes on the tarmac!

Acclimatising in the Baksan region
We planned to spend our first few days acclimatising in the Dongusorun
Valley. On the first day we trekked for five hours, partly in heavy rain, until
we reached the Dongusorun Lakes (c3000m), but then got shot at and
escorted at gun-point all the way back down to Turskol. Next day the local
Border Guard's commander came to apologise. His troops weren't meant
to shoot us; our permit was valid.

On 22 July we changed plans and headed up the Adyl Su Valley to camp
at the Green Hotel for five days. Here we found that most Russians have a
real attitude problem to rubbish. Little seemed to be removed and the
popular camp and bivvy sites were filled with rusty cans, broken glass and
plastic bottles. Even more depressing was the pathetic attempt to burn
rubbish which had been made by the Russian helpers of one prominent
British commercial group. We cleared up their site for them, as there was
no way we were going to leave British packaging and trash in such a
beautiful place.
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The weather was horrendous. There were storms every day and night
and during one, which lasted eight hours, thunder shook the ground under
us as we tried to sleep. For acclimatisation Robert and I attempted
Gumatchi (381Om), but turned back from a col below the summit as the
gales and heavy rain seemed likely to give us flu. A large team of novice
Ukrainian climbers also retreated, but fir:;t their instructors made them
shiver miserably on the col for 15 minutes as part of their 'education in
suffering'. Their gear, liberally supplemented with polythene sheeting,
looked as if it came from the 1950s, but was just as effective as our Gore-Tex
shells. However, the Adyl Su's higWight occurred when Phil Woolrich
sniffed a lamb kebab and instantly abandoned six years of devout
vegetarianism.

Epics and successes on Elbrus, Ushba, Sarikol and Kichkidar
For our second week in Baksan we split into three separate groups. Pamela
Holt, Fergus Ungoed-Thomas and Paul Krebs, whom Robert and I chris
tened 'the W team', tackled Elbrus (5642m). Pamela seemed to disappear for
days at a time, but came back having conquered mountains such as Ukiu
(4330m) and Elbrus. I'm sure Fergus's bivvy food consisted exclusively of
Pot Noodles. However, underneath his reserved character was a barrister who
gave Robert's mathematical brain a run for its money, embraced the latest
communications technology and knew enough about virtual reality to ask
me some probing questions about my research at Cardiff University.

The second group was John Temple and Mike Pescod. John was nearly
double my age, but possessed levels of energy and eccentric enthusiasm
which put 'active' people like me to shame. Mike, by contrast, was won
derfully laid back. They climbed the NE Ridge of the North Peak of Ushba
(4696m) and then traversed to the col between Ushba's two summits with
the intention of climbing the higher, South Summit the following day.
That night, in a violent storm and in imminent danger of succumbing to
hypothermia, they made a drastic decision to retreat down the 1500m West
Face, somewhere in the region of the SchrnadererIVbrg route. Mike took
a 50m fall when an ice screw unscrewed in freak circumstances, but they
eventually got down safely and spent the next three days eating kebabs down
in the valley.

The rest of us walked into the Adyr Su Valley with food for a week and
established a camp on the meadow opposite the Ullutau Alpine Camp
(c2200m). The Adyr Su was easily the most impressive and popular of the
three valleys we visited in the Baksan region, dominated at its head by the
vast wall of Ullutau's North Face, which looked like three North Faces of
the Droites arranged side-by-side.

The following day Robert and I climbed Sarikol (4160m) in superb
weather. It's 'almost a trekkers peak' (Bender's guidebook), if you call
Scottish II and an abseil descent trekking! Moving together up the crux
pitches on the West Ridge, we reached the summit rocks and instantly made
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the transition from absorption in the localised context of axe and cram
pon placements to SOOm of exposure down the East Face. Add to that,
awesome views (our first) of the Bezingi Valley in a cloudless sky and a
summit which had room for only one of us at a time and you have a peak
that is well worth climbing. Unlike Baksan's mountains, which are Alpine
in scale, the Bezingi peaks have a size and stature comparable with many
famous Himalayan peaks - and we were heading there in one week's time.

Two days later, while we were trekking up to the Donkin Pass, Robert
fell into a powerful river when part of a bridge collapsed. He had tried to
save a few seconds by swinging round the outside rather than opening the
gate. Fortunately he was able to grab the edge of the bridge as he was being
swept downstream, but got very wet, very pumped and very scared as he
hand-traversed to a point where I could help pull him and his huge sack out
of the water.

On 30 July we climbed the superb-looking granite spire of Kichkidar
(4370m) from the Donkin Pass. What we thought was going to be a pleasant
stroll became quite committing when I had to squat on a cornice ready to
leap towards Bezingi if Robert fell off while traversing a hard ice slope with
just one axe. The next pitch was delightful, mixed Scottish Ill, but, as this
was meant to be an easy day out, a baseball cap was my only protection
against objective danger. Luckily there was none! After ISOm of easy ground
we reached the summit and once again were rewarded with spectacular
views. Snow conditions during the descent were a nightmare and at one
point, just 200m from safety, we seriously thought of waiting (for at least
eight hours) for the snow to freeze again. However, after some discussion
we decided the snow was OK, unroped and I showed my management
potential by delegating to Robert the task of testing it out. The following
morning we abandoned our plans for a rapid ascent of Jalik, amid concerns
for the snow conditions, threatening weather and general tiredness.

Introductions to Bezingi
On 2 August all three groups transferred to Bezingi Alpine Camp. We had
completed our two-week 'warm up' and were now due to start some serious
mountaineering. On the way we restocked at Nalchik market and were
surprised to find seemingly unlimited quantities of fresh food, provided
one had sufficient money. The prices were not cheap, although they were
lower than in the UK.

The Alpine Camp, an hour and a half's drive beyond the village of Bezingi,
consisted of chalets situated in a meadow near the snout of the Bezingi
Glacier. As far as I can tell, we were only the sixth British party to visit the
valley since perestroika, and the ninth this century. The following afternoon
Robert and I trekked up to the Kel Pass (3S00m) to attempt the North
Ridge of Lyalver (43S0m) and then sat out a storm for a day. My lightweight
Bibler tent was proving to be a true oasis in the storms; this one dumped
around half an inch of rain. We could shelter, communicate, and at the



40. Gestola seen from the summit of Lyalver.
(Roy Ruddle) (P113)

41. The N Face and E Ridge of Koshten-Tau, seen from Ullu-Auz-Bashi.
(Roy Ruddle) (P114)
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end of the storm were still dry and prepared to climb. By contrast, Felix
Alcock, Ron Cameron, Mike and Phil got soaked in their bivvy bags and
had to abandon their attempt on the North Ridge of Dykh-Tau (5198m)
before they had even reached the start of the climbing.

On 5 August we climbed Lyalver. We set off at midnight and got lost on
the approach. Bender's error-ridden guidebook got the blame, but we should
just have admitted to being incompetent. We summited at 6am, just in
time to watch the sun rise alongside Dykh-Tau. The dawn light on Tetnuld,
Gestola, and the rest of the Bezingi Wall was spectacular, but we couldn't
stay long as there were ominous clouds all around us. Seconds after we
started the descent Robert screamed at me to get off the ridge; his axe had
started to fizz and his hair stood on end. No problem ... we ran away and
later that day returned to Bezingi Alpine Camp.

Two routes on Ullu-Auz-Bashi: the SE Ridge and the N Face
On 7 August we ascended the Kunjum-Mishirgi Glacier to the Flat Iron
bivvy (3900m). The glacier was barely half-a-mile wide, and with steep
2000m walls on the south side, it resembled a gorge more than a valley.
Speaking loudly was enough to send echoes of our voices bouncing back.
Oh for the effects of a big storm!

The next day the Russians staying at the Flat Iron were ordered back to
camp by radio because a big storm was imminent. We ignored the warning,
hoping our tent would allow us sufficient protection to climb the South
East Ridge of Ullu-Auz-Bashi (4670m). We set off at 3.15am, moving
together all the way up a glacier and technically easy rock to an icefield at
4400m. At dawn a Strepsil-like sun emerged from the middle of a cloud
bank, quite unlike anything I had ever seen before. We rested on opportune
rocks as we moved together up the 45° to 50° ice and absorbed views of
Koshten-Tau (5150m) - another peak to add to our tick list, preferably by
climbing its North Face and descending the North-East Ridge. It was on
the East Ridge that Donkin, Fox and their guides Streich and Fisher
disappeared in 1888. We paused briefly at the top, having to hold on to the
summit rocks in gale-force winds, before racing off down the south gully
and reaching our bivvy again in less than two hours.

I'd been having a real problem remembering the names of the peaks
around us (shades of my adopted home in Wales, where every mountain
name seems to be some combination of Craig, Pen, Fach and Fawr!) so we
spent the rest of the day renaming them; Sarikol became 'Trekkers'
Nightmare', Ullu-Auz-Bashi became 'No Storm Yet Peak' and Khrumkol
became 'That Peak Over There Beginning with K'.

On 10 August we descended to the Alpine Camp. A big storm hit, dump
ing a large amount of snow; but we rested, satisfied that we had synchro
nised with the few windows of good weather which occurred in the Caucasus
this year. Meanwhile, John and Mike had tried to climb the North Face of
Ullu-Auz-Bashi. Unsurprisingly, they failed, avalanched off just above the
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bergschrund, and returned to the Camp on II August looking very wet. A
few days later, though, they climbed this superb route in just nine hours,
while Ron and Fergus climbed the South-East Ridge.

Dykh-Tau via Mummery's Ridge
We hoped to climb Dykh-Tau by its first-ascent route, the South-West Ridge,
climbed in a day by the nineteenth century British superstar A F Mummery
and his Swiss guide Heinrich Zurfluh. This route was way ahead of its time
and remains hard and committing. Now graded Russian Sa, it is usually
done in two or three days.

On 14 August we wandered up from the Austrian Bivvy to the Scree Ridge
at 4150m and decided to bivvy there because rocks were beginning to fly
down the couloirs above. The next day we started climbing at 3.45am and
soloed up snow-and-ice gullies for 2'/2 hours to a large terrace. There we
had a problem choosing the correct line until I realised that Bender
simultaneously describes the White Wall as being in two entirely different
places. We roped up for five pitches of rock and ice to 4700m, beneath the
Tower, where I spotted a perfect site for my Bibler tent. As we weren't
going to reach the summit that day we stopped and relaxed, even though it
was only 9.30am. Opposite, we admired the world-class lines of Shkhara's
l800m North Spur and North-East Ridge. Hugo Tomaschek and WiIli
Muller made the spur's first ascent in 1930, descending via Cockin's North
East Ridge, a traverse that was repeated by George Band, Derek Bull, Mike
Harris and Anatoli Kustovski in 1958 and attempted by John and Mike
after their success on Ullu-Auz-Bashi. Later we compiled a list of 'good
mountaineering equipment'. There was very little we considered to be
both well designed and well manufactured, but three items led the way;
our perfect bivvy consisted of my tent, HobNobs (food) and a JiIly Cooper
novel to relieve the boredom.

On 16 August we left at 4.30am. Bender's route description was worse
than useless, but we climbed fast until we were on the fourth gendarme.
Along the way we had climbed over the Tower, which we recognised, and
bypassed the third gendarme, the exact location of which still remains a
mystery. I aided a desperate pitch up the fourth gendarme (HVS at close to
5000m in big boots and a sack) which Bender does describe, but then found
that we could have avoided it by a simple, hidden traverse to the left! I was
exhausted, so Robert took over as we traversed the ridge, and pushed on to
the summit block in closing weather. Here we nearly failed. Chimneys
and Robert don't go well together and we were confronted with a 'classic'.
At the third attempt he made it up over the chockstones and, as the party's
thrutching specialist, I was glad I only had to summon the energy to second
the pitch. Above, we sheltered from snow flurries in a natural cave, before
racing 60 metres to the summit and back as if we were doing a shuttle run
in a gym. It was 2.50pm. I had never spent so little time on a summit (less
than 15 seconds), but we were really worried about lightning.
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For our descent we abseiled the steep parts and climbed together down
other sections. A minor disaster struck just after I had crossed a steep ice
gully; my ice axe holster shattered in the cold and my only axe accelerated
away from me. It was sobering to see how fast things moved under the
influence of gravity.

The fifth gendarme crackled with static electricity, and as we had to
traverse across its top, we sheltered underneath for some time. We probably
weren't safe from a lightning strike, but it was the best we could do. Carrying
on, we descended slightly and an hour later were far enough below the
ridge line to feel safe again.

More down climbing and abseiling followed, up over the Tower and
down towards our tent on the other side. The abseil rope stuck, luckily in
a place where Robert could solo up to free it. 150 metres more and we
were at the tent, our bomb-proof shelter against almost anything the weather
could produce. 9.30pm. A 17-hour day. We were dehydrated and ex
hausted, but delighted to have reached the summit and descended back to
our tent in a competent style.

The next day we returned to the Austrian Bivvy. We were the first (and
only) team to climb Dykh-Tau in 1996 and only the second British team
ever to climb Mummery's Ridge, over a hundred years after the first ascent
(John Hunt and his party came close in 1958). Despite its classic status,
few Russian teams seem to attempt it at the moment. We had been advised
to go over the top and to descend either the South Gully (stonefall danger)
or the North Ridge (easier than Mummery's route, but a hard route to do
on sight in descent). We followed our 30-plus years of combined experience
and knew that, by descending our route, we could use a high camp and go
lightweight to the summit. The Russians don't seem to like people who
use their own mountaineering judgement.

'You are very foolish,' they said, when we told them what we had done.
We had descended a known, objectively safe line which was also our line
of ascent. Strange people!

Summary: In July/August 1996, 11 people took part in an Alpine Club/
Alpine Climbing Group Greater Ranges meet, organised by John Temple,
which visited the Baksan and Bezingi valleys of the Caucasus. They
distinguished themselves by keeping cool under fire and later by being the
first AC team to accept money in return for leaving the mountains early.
Between them, Felix Alcock, Ron Cameron, Robert Durran, Pamela Holt,
John Hudson, Paul Krebs, Mike Pescod, Roy Ruddle, John Temple, Fergus
Ungoed-Thomas and Phil Woolrich climbed:

Elbrus, 5642m
Ullu-Auz-Bashi, 4670m
Lyalver, 4350m
Sarikol,4l60m

Dykh-Tau,5l98m
Kichkidar, 4370m
Ukiu, 4330m
Gumatchi,38lOm

Ushba North, 4696m
Sella, 4370m
Oru-Bashi,43lOm



42. Dykh·Tau from the south, showing the Mummery and Harrison/Band spurs
descending from the left and right·hand summits. (Roy Ruddle) (p115)

43. Camp 2 on Dykh-Tau, at 4700m, with the Jangi·Tau section of the Bezingi Wall behind.
(Roy Ruddle) (p115)



JOHN KENTISH

A Ski Traverse of the Caucasus

(Plates 34, 35)

T he telephone rang with news from Moscow. We had finally found a
fourth expedition member, Vadim Buslik, after earlier members had

dropped out. From the point of cancellation, we now had a mad panic
obtaining supplies and airline tickets for our departure less than a week
away. On 10 March, Steve Jennings, Phil Wickens and I met Vadim at
Mineralny Vody Airport; from here we drove to Nalchik, Vadim's home
town.

I had already attempted the traverse in 1994 as a member of a team led
by David Hamilton ('Almost a Russian Haute Route' AfIOO, 178-182, 1995).
On that occasion we had used a helicopter to place food dumps along the
proposed route. This time, however, helicopters had been grounded by bad
weather for the past month and there was little chance of a change. Luck
ily for us, unemployment was rife in the collapsing Balkarian economy, so
porters could easily be found from among the out-of-work local climbers.
The new requirement for a border areas permit forced us to employ the
local trekking company, Alp Service, who demanded an extortionate fee
for its services, but eventually a satisfactory agreement was reached.

A converted four-wheel-drive ambulance took us to Verkhny Balkaria
and the start of the traverse. Two huge, very fit-looking Russians came
with us as porters. We bounced up the rough track beyond the village, past
the border guards' post, until the track became blocked with ice; from here
the four of us were on our own. Our rucksacks felt very heavy, especially
with skis attached. After a relatively short afternoon's walk we reached
our first campsite. Unfortunately, both Steve and I had developed a nasty
cough and felt much more tired than we had expected.

During the night it snowed, but conditions were still suitable for progress
up the narrow wooded valley above the camp. Steve and I appeared to be
suffering from flu, however, and could scarcely emerge from our sleeping
bags. Then Phil appeared from the other tent. Vadim, too, had been ill all
night, with chest pains so serious that he felt he should seek medical
attention. Phil himself was still very keen and carried a load up through
the trees to where the valley opened out and the Dykh Kotio Bugoisu Glacier
began, while everyone else remained in camp.

With sickness prevailing. there was little alternative but to retreat. The
next day my flu hit me so badly I could barely stand up without the aid of
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ski poles. I arrived at the border post in the dark, well after the others. We
remained there for the night, fortified by the Captain's vodka. From Verkhny
Balkaria we returned to Nalchik, by the crowded public bus, for a period of
recuperation. Vadim was diagnosed by the hospital as suffering from
tachycardia. He felt unable to continue on the traverse with us, though he
would be able to give logistical support.

Owing to time constraints we were unable to recommence the traverse
from Verkhny Balkaria. Instead we caught the bus to Bezingi, followed by
a tractor ride to Bezingi Alpinists Camp, which was opened specially for
us. Excessive Russian and Balkarian hospitality along the way left us rather
inebriated on arrival at the camp. It was the only time that I have seen
Muslims drinking toasts of vodka to Allah.

While Steve and I recovered from flu, Phil and Vadim set up a camp at
Baran Kosh overlooking the Bezingi Ulluchiran Glacier. They also
recovered our first food dump at the Austrian Hut, a vantage point from
which they could admire the magnificent icy flanks of the Bezingi Wall at
close quarters. It was quite depressing to see the run-down condition of
the large Alpinists Camp in the post-Communist era. Few Russian climbers
can afford to stay there and foreigners are discouraged by its proximity to
Chechenya.

Steve was feeling much better when we finally set off on the traverse,
though I still felt unwell. The ascent to Baran Kosh was a fairly short day,
mostly spent skiing up the middle of the Bezingi Ulluchiran Glacier.
Following the usual weather pattern in the Caucasus, sunny mornings gave
way to afternoon cloud and snow. Still feeling ill, I was only prevailed
upon to continue by the others, who refused to go on without me.

In better weather, we started the long ascent to the Zanner Pass some
4500ft above. First we climbed on our skis, but when the gully became too
steep and narrow, we strapped them to our packs and walked up to a broad
ridge of rock and grass. Facing east, this ridge was exposed to the morning
sun, so it remained free from snow even in winter. As we approached a
larger ridge above, the ground deteriorated to loose broken rock. I already
felt exhausted. The wind had picked up and a bitter chill cut through me.
Ahead lay a notch in the ridge, Kel Pass. Beyond lay the glacier up to
Zanner Pass, and the other food dump left by our porters. We took a short
rest, it being too cold for anything longer, and then donned skis for the
snow ahead. Phil and Vadim arrived at a hollow below the pass first, and
set up camp. This gave some shelter from the swirling snow

With all the extra supplies in them, our rucksacks felt terribly heavy when
we set off next morning. Even the short, steep climb up to the top of the
Zanner Pass was quite an effort. We had a last look at the magnificent
Bezingi Wall and said goodbye to Vadim before skiing down the Zanner
Glacier. We got a few good turns in, but all too soon we reached the point
where our ascent towards the Semi Pass began. Luckily, this was gentle,
but our rucksacks still felt very heavy. Worse still, they contained equipment
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for a party of four. By early afternoon we reached the top of the pass and
were well inside Georgia.

With tales of strife in Svanetia and no permission to be there, descent to
the south was unthinkable. Furthermore, the glacier below us was a tangled
mass of crevasses and seracs. From the pass, we had a pleasant ski down
the Kitlod Glacier, until once again we had to ascend to the Kitlod Pass.
The pass looked very steep with a large icefall blocking the way. Climbing
steeply, with many kick turns, we started the ascent on skis, with Phil and
Steve, who had now fully recovered, easily outpacing me. Then, progressing
on foot, we climbed up a very hollow unstable section before reaching the
final gentle slope to the top. The north side of the pass looked horribly
steep, with doubtful snow and iron-hard ice. Phil investigated, but after a
titanium ice screw broke in the ice we left descent to the morning. All
other possible descent routes looked outrageous, threatened either by big
overhanging cornices or appallingly loose snow.

The campsite was quite good and fairly sheltered, with rocks to put under
our stoves. But icy rime built up over the insides of the tents during the
night and it was bitterly cold. Sleeping-bags that have acquired the consist
ency of mashed potatoes are not the best for keeping one warm.The early
morning sun was very welcome, and a night's sleep slightly improved the
look of the descent. But the diamond-hard ice immediately below us was
no place for testing my lightweight plastic ice axe or my crampons stamped
'Not for Ice Climbing', so I traversed left into the main part of the gully
which was less steep and where no ice was visible. I continued across to
below a rock rib, hoping to minimise avalanche risk. My progress left a
deep trench through the loose snow, but its base was relatively solid. At
the end of the 50m rope I set up a belay, but with a party of three and only
one rope, the rope-work was slow and complicated and involved one of us
being detached from the rope most of the time. After several laborious and
time-consuming pitches, Phil had sufficient bravery to ski down, albeit
after lowering his rucksack to easier ground. Within a few minutes we had
followed him down to the Kulakcheget Glacier. The whole descent had
taken five nerve-racking hours.

By this time the sun had disappeared behind a veil of cloud as we ascended
the glacier to the Tuiber Pass. Beyond lay a steep drop onto the Lychat
Glacier. We reached the glacier in deteriorating flat light, making it difficult
to see the dips and rises ahead. We took a gentle traverse line, keeping to
wards the edge of the glacier. Breakable crust interspersed with soft patches
made skiing a worrying experience carrying a large load. Our arrival at a
suitably flat camping spot near the confluence of the Lychat and Zynal
Glaciers indicated the start of another freezing night. Phil, alone in a two
man Gemini, spent much of the night moaning vociferously about the cold
and rubbing his feet to keep his circulation working.

Once again we awoke to bright sunshine. After a short steep traverse
across old avalanche debris, we began the ascent to the Laskhedar Pass.
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Our timing was perfect, with the sun softening the hard snow just enough
to give purchase to skins and harscheisen. Our ramp lay to the right of a
large icefall, with huge crevasses. In the glacial bowl above, our progress
was slowed by the hot blazing sun. Ahead lay a steep gully leading to the
pass. Soft wet snow and a steep slope soon had us struggling upwards on
foot in the heat of the sun. Phil forged a track upwards. Each step up
required considerable effort to produce a stable foothold in the bottomless
sugar. As we struggled up the final slopes a strong wind blew snow into
our faces while, unnoticed, the sun disappeared behind a milky white veil
of cloud.

The position of the Karakaya Pass was very unclear from the map, and
difficult to see in the deteriorating light. We made a tentative passage across
a snow basin, with many pauses, in the hope of the cloud clearing. In the
lead and carrying the only rope, I had serious worries about crevasses. The
wind howled and snow swirled around as we made the short climb to the
pass. The conditions were now really horrible. With skis back on our feet
we reached the pass by mid-afternoon. Ahead lay the descent of the Lekzyr
Glacier. But in the near-whiteout conditions camping was the only sensi
ble option. There seemed to be a fairly predictable weather pattern, with
sunny mornings, cloud building up about lunchtime and snow falling by
evening. Hopefully the morning would follow the same course, giving us
an enjoyable ski down the glacier.

We woke several times in the night to push snow off the tent. A gentle
early-morning snowfall soon worsened to blizzard conditions. As the day
wore on, no improvement seemed likely, so we settled down to spend the
whole day in our tents. Steve and I could at least pass the time talking to
each other, but poor Phil, alone in his Gemini, had neither company nor
reading matter; such are the stringencies of the lightweight approach.
During the evening the sky cleared briefly, but it was much too late to make
a move that day.

The morning brought some improvement to the weather, but our nice ski
descent didn't materialise. We dug out our tents and other equipment,
making sure we didn't forget anything buried under the snow. The Lekzyr
Glacier was fairly flat, and we had to push hard to get through the deep
layer of fresh snow. Further down, the glacier steepened, its descent made
traumatic by the flat light. Precipices would appear which sometimes turned
out to be a gentle drop of only a few feet. We crossed a side glacier, with its
near-invisible jumble of hollows and crevasses, to reach the route to the
Mestia Pass which lay up its far side. With snow falling and visibility down
to a few yards, we had great difficulty maintaining a steady course. Our
skis would suddenly jam in a snow bank or we would find the tips pointing
out over a drop.

When the slope eased we assumed we must be near the pass. According
to the map, if we followed the glacier upwards there should be mountains
on our left all the way up to the pass. We trudged along the almost-flat
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snow. The glacier seemed interminable. Through the murk and falling snow
we could just about make out mountains on our left. I slowly walked round
the last visible rock and, in a brief clearing, noticed that we were about to
ski over a cornice. We had found the pass.

Skiing roped up is horrible, but now became essential. Despite having
already skied down the north side of the Mestia Pass on earlier trips, its
descent now felt problematic. I knew there were various seracs near the
top of the pass, so I took great care traversing to a possible descent point.
Sometimes an ice cliff would show up as a white blur; otherwise I could
see nothing at all, except whiteness. Very gingerly I dropped down, trying
to steer a path through the obstacles. From my previous descents I was
sure the proper route was to the left of the rock rib, but all I could see in
that direction was a huge ice cliff, so we bore right. Soon the slope became
much steeper. To reduce the chance of falling over a cliff, I tried to find an
easier-angled route. Large unstable blocks of snow were falling away from
under my skis and I was concerned that the whole slope would avalanche.
We were committed, though, because reascent would have been impossi
ble. Avoiding some ice cliffs, I headed towards what looked like a rib.
Suddenly I felt the snow giving way. A cavernous crevasse appeared beneath
my feet, hundreds of feet deep. With ski tips on one side and tails on the
other, I was relieved that Steve and PhiI held the rope tight! Very carefully
I edged backwards to safe ground.

As we lost height, the slope eased, visibility improved and I aimed for
some familiar-looking rock features. At last I spotted the Mestia Hut on a
rocky outcrop and, having umoped, a little real skiing led us to the hut. It
was clean, with bunks and a cooking area, and it seemed luxurious after a
tiny two-man tent. We cooked the last of our food and burnt virtually all
our remaining fuel, with only a dribble left in our spare bottle.

Perfect sunny weather greeted us next morning and we had a beautiful
final ski down from the hut. Phil, who has a ski instructor's qualification,
looked very professional until he crashed head first in a great cloud of snow.
We all left lovely S-shaped tracks down the mountainside, as we headed
towards the habitations below. Dangerous fresh snow led us to abandon
our planned continuation over the Gumachi Pass to Terskol in favour of a
walk down the Adyr Su Valley to the main road.

We passed several unoccupied buildings. Then some people invited us
into a house for tea. We happily accepted their hospitality and ended up
staying the night. Cheese and sausage on toast, potatoes and porridge were
a great improvement on dehydrated food. It was good to be back to
civilisation.

Summary: In March 1996 Steve Jennings, John Kentish and Phil Wickens,
supported by Vadim Buslik, made a high-level ski traverse of the Caucasus,
from Bezingi Alpinists Camp to the Adyr Su Valley.
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